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dear friends and supporters,

our country is facing one of the most important public health challenges of our lifetime.  

An estimated 20.4 million people in the united States used some kind of illicit drug in the past 

30 days and that’s not counting the thousands who abuse prescription medicines, alcohol or 

tobacco. Will we accept defeat or rise to the challenge? I'd say we can, and we must beat this 

challenge.

At cAdcA we believe that with effective, comprehensive prevention, we can prevent and reduce 

substance abuse. But it all starts at the community level. that’s why for 20 years, cAdcA has 

been building and training community coalitions in evidence-based prevention strategies and 

fighting to keep important drug prevention programs funded.  

2012 was a momentous year for cAdcA. not only did we mark our 20th anniversary, but we 

revised our mission to reflect our growth internationally. We are proud to say that we’ve helped 

train and build coalitions in 18 countries — and growing!

 Whether it was by equipping our members with resources to address youth marijuana use or 

by helping military families receive key services through our Vetcorps program, in 2012 cAdcA 

continued to help communities meet the many challenges they’re faced with every day. We 

trained more than 12,000 adult coalition leaders in substance abuse prevention strategies 

through our national coalition Academy and other face-to-face trainings and trained 1,200 teens 

and young adults to become local leaders through cAdcA’s national Youth leadership Initiative.

 As you read about our accomplishments in 2012, know that we can’t meet these challenges 

alone. With a problem as complex as substance abuse, you need support from partners in the 

local, state, federal and business sectors. So, while we’re proud of our success, we still have a 

long way to go. too many young people are still destroying their lives to substance abuse.  

So, please join our cause so we can meet this challenge together.

Sincerely,

 

Arthur t. dean 

Major General, u.S. Army, Retired 

chairman & ceo
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ChallengeWith about half of American high school seniors having tried an illegal drug by graduation and attitudes 

about drug use continuing to soften, the need for skilled, substance abuse prevention professionals has 

never been greater. According to the u.S. department of labor, substance prevention specialists and 

substance abuse counselors are two of the fastest growing professions, whose need is projected to grow 

an additional 20 percent by 2016.

 solutionthat’s why in 2012 cAdcA trained more than 12,000 individuals in cAdcA’s evidence-based community 

problem solving model.  thanks to cAdcA’s various training opportunities, community leaders are learning 

how to develop effective, comprehensive strategies to tackle their local drug abuse problems. More than 

2,600 community and state leaders from across the united States and several countries participated in 

cAdcA’s national leadership Forum, the nation’s largest training on substance abuse prevention. In addition, 

cAdcA’s 2012 Mid-Year training Institute, a one-of-a-kind intensive 4-day training designed specifically for 

community coalition staff and directors, attracted nearly 2,000 participants. Another 414 participated in the 

national coalition Academy. developed by cAdcA’s national coalition Institute, the Academy is a year-long 

training program that teaches participants to assess their local substance abuse problems, how to develop a 

plan of action and how to identify and implement strategies to address local problems. through our training, 

cAdcA is truly creating an effective and skilled drug prevention workforce. An independent evaluation found 

that coalitions trained by cAdcA’s national coalition Institute are much more likely to make significant 

changes that lead to large scale reductions in drug use and alcohol related problems in their communities. In 

fact, the study found that after completing cAdcA’s national coalition Academy coalitions are more effective 

community problem solvers, implementing processes and strategies that achieve real results.

“By attending the National Coalition Academy, our coalition was able to take 
the information from the academy and use it as a road map for the operation 
of our coalition.  Our 30-day 8th grade alcohol use rate dropped from 23 
percent in 2004 to 9 percent in 2012.  This would not have been accomplished 
without the strategies we learned from attending the academy.” 
— Nancy Fiander, Community Coordinator, White Swan Arts and Recreation Community Coalition.
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ChallengeMarijuana is the most common illicit drug used in the u.S. and today, more teens smoke marijuana than 

cigarettes. exacerbating the problem is that the percentage of teens and adults who perceive marijuana 

use as harmful has never been lower, resulting in state ballot initiatives and legislation to legalize 

marijuana for recreational and medicinal purposes. What’s to blame for this shift in attitudes? Many of the 

discussions on marijuana are based more on sound bites than on science.

 solutiondespite the controversial nature of this issue, cAdcA stepped up for the health of our nation’s youth by 

equipping our members throughout the country with tools they could use to educate their community 

about the public health impact of marijuana use and abuse. cAdcA developed a toolkit that included fact 

sheets, sample op-eds and letters, media outreach materials and tips on how to educate the public about 

this issue. cAdcA also provided its members specialized training on how to prevent and reduce marijuana 

use, mobilized its network of more than 5,000 drug prevention coalitions to fight various petitions 

to legalize marijuana use, sent letters to the editor and spoke at various press events in states facing 

marijuana-related proposals.

“CADCA is playing a critical role in Ohio’s effort to prevent legalization of 
marijuana. We have tapped into resources at CADCA’s National Leadership 
Forum and the Mid-Year Training Institute and CADCA’s marijuana toolkit.  
The staff at CADCA has worked to connect us with coalition leaders in other 
states to facilitate sharing of lessons learned and they are quick to respond to 
requests for information and guidance.”
— Karen Murray, Director of the Butler County Coalition for Healthy, Safe and Drug-Free Communities. 



Youth across the country 
are getting mixed 
messages on marijuana 
with several communities 
passing laws to legalize 
marijuana for medical  
and recreational use.
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ChallengeIt isn’t just illegal drugs that are harming youth and families, many legal drugs are posing significant 

challenges for communities across the country – anything from tobacco and alcohol to prescription 

medicines and synthetic drugs.

 solutionAdding to its already extensive library of online and print resources, in 2012 cAdcA developed a new 

program – part of its award-winning cAdcA tV broadcast series – entitled “designer drugs: the new 

Frontier.” the show explored the rise in bath salts and K2 – a synthetic form of marijuana – which have 

caused deaths and injuries among young people. the program received a prestigious communicator 

Award of distinction in the “social responsibility” category.  cAdcA also developed a new online course 

to help community and state leaders tackle prescription drug abuse - the second-most abused category 

of drugs after marijuana. the course includes 10 modules that teach users how to identify and implement 

comprehensive strategies to prevent and reduce prescription drug abuse in their communities. Also debuting 

in 2012 was a new publication, Strategizer 56: creating Healthy, tobacco-Free environments, aimed at helping 

cAdcA members reduce tobacco use and secondhand smoke exposure.

 With underage drinking and binge drinking at unacceptably high levels, cAdcA developed two new 

instructional videos in partnership with the national Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism. the videos 

summarize key research on binge and excessive drinking among college students and underage drinking 

among teens, and provide steps communities can take to address these problems.

 

“We found CADCA’s Strategizer 56 on tobacco to be a very useful resource 
when creating our strategic plan to address minors’ access to tobacco 
products and reducing exposure to second hand smoke. CADCA provided  
the guidance that we needed all in one place to plan for and implement 
effective interventions to reduce the use of minors’ tobacco use and exposure 
to second hand smoke.” 
— Cindy Hayford, Director of the Deerfield Valley Community Partnership in Wilmington, Vt.
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ChallengeSubstance abuse isn’t just affecting families here in the united States, it’s a global problem. According to 

the un World drug Report, about 230 million people, or 5 percent of the world’s adult population, have 

used an illicit drug at least once, and there are about 27 million problem drug users.

 solutionFor two decades, cAdcA’s evidence-based community problem solving model has helped community 

leaders throughout the united States prevent and reduce drug abuse locally. thanks to cAdcA’s 

international efforts, this evidence-based model is now being implemented by communities in 18 countries 

in latin America, Africa, and central and Southeast Asia. With funding assistance from the u.S. department 

of State’s Bureau of International narcotics and law enforcement Affairs, cAdcA builds community-based 

drug prevention coalitions and trains them to identify and address local drug problems.  In 2012, cAdcA 

saw a significant expansion of its international programs – adding the philippines, tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, 

Senegal, cape Verde and Ghana to its portfolio.

 cAdcA’s international and domestic work was acknowledged in June 2012 by Yury Fedotov, executive 

director of the united nations office on drugs and crime (unodc), during a site visit to the unIdoS 

coalition, a cAdcA-member organization working in the Inwood community of new York city. during 

International day Against drug Abuse, cAdcA chairman and ceo Gen. Arthur dean along with unIdoS 

coalition director Angelo ortiz led Fedotov on a walking tour of the community, showing how the coalition 

reduces access and availability of drugs, as well as how they change perceptions and community norms. 

 

“Witnessing how the local community addresses drug use challenges was an 
excellent way to mark the International Day Against Drug Abuse and Illicit 
Trafficking. I was impressed by the results achieved and strongly believe in 
the need to promote partnerships with civil society organizations, such as 
CADCA, in order to prevent drug and crime problems through community-
based strategies.” 
— Yury Fedotov, Executive Director, UN Office on Drugs and Crime.



The UN’s Yury Fedotov 
spoke to community 
leaders in New York City 
during a site visit to a 
CADCA-member coalition, 
the UNIDOS Coalition. 
Among the leaders  
involved in the site visit 
was Arlene Gonzalez-
Sanchez, Commissioner, 
New York State Office of 
Alcoholism and Substance 
Abuse Services (pictured 
above).
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ChallengeAccording to the Monitoring the Future Survey, 13 percent of 8th graders, 30 percent of 10th graders and 

40 percent of 12th graders used an illicit drug in 2012. despite this, too often young people are not part of 

the solution.

 solutionthrough the national Youth leadership Initiative (nYlI), cAdcA is engaging hundreds of teens each year 

and teaching them to become effective leaders and community problem solvers. using a youth-led, team-

teaching approach, the nYlI equips youth and their adult advisors with the essential knowledge and skills 

needed to prevent and reduce substance abuse in their community. An independent evaluation conducted 

by Michigan State university found that participants trained by the nYlI experienced an increase in 

leadership competencies, community organizing, problem-solving abilities current and future civic activism, 

and civic and political engagement. cAdcA’s nYlI trained 1,083 teens and young adults from across 

the country in 2012. In addition, in June 2012, the nYlI model was highlighted at the 4th International 

conference on community psychology at the university of Barcelona in Spain, garnering attention from 

scholars from around the world.  Since then, the model has gained the interest of a number of countries 

eager to implement an initiative that will foster youth leadership development in their corner of the world.

 

“Youth are powerful beyond measure!  As we seek to eradicate the everyday 
problems surrounding, and sometimes involving youth, we have learned that 
it is most effective if we involve them in process.  We need their wit, vitality 
and innovation at the table.  Youth trained by CADCA gain the essential 
community problem-solving knowledge and skills to help them become part 
of the solution.  Many youth who have completed CADCA’s NYLI have been 
instrumental in advocating for and achieving changes in legislation and local 
policies, and have developed strategies that have contributed to decreases in 
local substance abuse rates.”
— Melanie Piskai, a high school student and CADCA NYLI Trainer.  
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ChallengeWhile coalitions have been using cAdcA’s problem-solving model to make tangible changes and 

improvements to their communities, research has lagged behind practice in describing the role 

community-problem solving plays in effective coalition work.   

 solutionthat all changed with a study published by the Journal of community psychology in August 2012, which 

concluded that cAdcA’s problem solving framework provides coalitions with an effective model for 

becoming community change agents. the article, titled “testing A comprehensive community problem-

solving Framework for community coalitions,” explored whether cAdcA’s model could help coalitions 

contribute to population-level decreases in targeted substance abuse problems. the study found that when 

coalitions applied the process taught through cAdcA’s training, coalitions showed improved functionality 

and problem solving capacity, and their comprehensive strategies led to more significant community 

changes. the study also demonstrated that not only is cAdcA’s model an effective, empirically tested 

process, but it applies to coalitions of varying age, size and geographic location. the study was conducted 

by dr. evelyn Yang, ph.d, deputy director of evaluation and Research for cAdcA’s national coalition 

Institute; researchers pennie Foster-Fishman, ph.d and charles collins, ph.d of Michigan State university; 

and Soyeon Ahn, ph.d from the university of Miami.

“Our model is really about being action-oriented community change agents 
for substance abuse prevention, combining the internal work of the coalition 
with the external work of implementing interventions and facilitating 
community changes. This study proves that our model can hold up to the 
rigors of scientific scrutiny and that it has broad utility for different types of 
coalitions.”
— Dr. Evelyn Yang, Deputy Director of Evaluation and Research for CADCA’s National Coalition Institute. 
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“Drug use, particularly among our youth, 
is a multidimensional problem that 
requires multidimensional solutions.  
Xerox has a long legacy of being 
involved in social issues that affect the 
communities where we do business. 
It is one of the core values Xerox founder 
Joe Wilson put at the center of our 
company more than 50 years ago.” 
— Kevin Warren, Xerox Corporation.

“Substance abuse can be an overwhelming 
obstacle to children’s ability to succeed.  
That’s why CADCA and its Drug-Free Kids 
Campaign are so important. The work  
they do empowers young people and helps 
to create tomorrow’s leaders. I applaud their 
efforts.”
— Mary Wong, Office Depot Foundation.

“I am honored to receive this wonderful 
acknowledgement from CADCA and to 
have been associated with CADCA for over 
20 years. CADCA’s training and advocacy 
efforts are helping to create a better 
America, where our youth and families  
can thrive.”
— Alvin Brooks, Former Mayor Pro Tem, Kansas City, Mo.



ExECUTIvE COmmITTEE (50k)
Xerox

PlATINUm (25k)
IMn Solutions
directtV
Johnson & Johnson
office depot Foundation

GOlD (15k)
consumer Healthcare products 
Association
purdue 
AMc networks
Buffalo Audio Visual (BAV)

SIlvEr (10k)
Gaylord entertainment Foundation
S.p. Richards company
cBS & Showtime networks
Heidrick & Struggles, Inc.

BrONzE (5k)
the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
pfizer consumer Healthcare
the Kay Family Foundation
Hilton Worldwide

BENEFACTOr (1k)
Johnny & Vickie Revel
Jan & dan laytham - long & Foster 
Realtors
Howard university Hospital
Judge Michael J. Kramer
Major General & Mrs. Arthur dean
Spectre Group International
campaign  for tobacco-Free Kids
Fellowes, Inc.
Velocity 
Bayer Healthcare
national Association of chain drug 
Stores Foundation
dr. Kenneth & Mrs. Jerilyn Jordan
Management Support technology (MSti)
caron treatment centers
Kirkland & ellis llp
Morgan Stanley
MSd consumer care
national Basketball Association (nBA)
patsy Shubert
Merck
AmerisourceBergen corporation
Margaret Quigg
nathaniel J. Sutton
Karen & Andy drexler
Healthcare distribution Management 
Association
donald truslow
e.F. Harvey

FrIENDS ($400)
colonel (Ret.) Robert Whaley
positive promotions
theodore & elise S. erwin
Joe Guthier
cheryl Guthier
Susan Katz clark
Frances M. Harding
James H. & Mi Kyung Youngquist
pinney Associates
cora & Allen chandler
the Honorable Arthur l. Burnett, Sr
learning chi., Inc.
Bond Bebe
timothy tehan
Howard Awrich
Sagamore Institute
lenny Gonzales
Karen Fischer
elV Associates, Inc.
Jacob n. Katz
Kelly Adams & thomas c. McBride
national Retail Federation
Marshella toldson
eric coard
Jeffery Ashford
douglas Hughes
Robert levins, ddS
lM Wenger
Jennifer l. Robertson psy. d
Gary Gaussoin
Ivette torres
Robert J. & Susan A. Santos

CADCA ThAnks our 2012 Drug-Free kiDs 
CAmpAign sponsors
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Challengedrug use and addiction among employees and their family members can be an expensive problem  

for businesses, costing employers an estimated $81 billion annually in lost productivity, absenteeism, 

injuries, fatalities, theft, increased health care costs, legal liabilities and workers’ compensation costs.

 solutionthrough the drug-Free Kids campaign, cAdcA engages business leaders to be part of the solution by 

inviting them to join our cause and by recognizing leaders who have played a significant role in cAdcA’s 

drug prevention efforts. In 2012, the drug-Free Kids campaign recognized Kevin M. Warren, corporate Vice 

president and president, u.S. client operations Xerox corporation, naming him cAdcA’s Humanitarian of 

the Year for his personal commitment to helping to prevent teen drug use and support of cAdcA’s efforts. 

Mary Wong, president of the office depot Foundation, was also recognized as cAdcA’s 2012 champion 

for a drug-Free Kids for her philanthropy and longstanding support of cAdcA’s mission. longtime cAdcA 

Board Member Alvin Brooks, the former Mayor pro tem for Kansas city, Mo., received cAdcA’s lifetime 

distinguished Service Award. the awards were presented at the 14th Annual drug-Free Kids campaign 

Awards dinner on Sept. 25, 2012 in Washington, d.c. Funds raised from the drug-Free Kids campaign help 

support cAdcA’s national Youth leadership Initiative, an evidence-based youth development training.
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ChallengeSubstance abuse remains a major concern among the military. According to the department of defense 

Health Behavior Survey, prescription drug abuse almost tripled among u.S. military personnel between 

2005 and 2008. Among Army soldiers returning from deployment to Iraq, 27 percent met the criteria for 

alcohol abuse. With more than 130,000 troops expected to return home from wars in Iraq and Afghanistan 

this year, many of them will need a wide range of health services and employment.  

 solutioncAdcA’s Vetcorps program places former service members and their families in cAdcA coalitions with 

the sole purpose of helping other veterans access key services – ranging from social, mental and physical 

health services to housing and employment assistance. Vetcorps was launched in 2011 by cAdcA in 

partnership with the national Guard Bureau’s prevention, treatment and outreach (pto) program and the 

corporation for national and community Service (cncS) Americorps and VIStA programs. the program 

places a special emphasis on serving the needs of national Guard and Reserve Veterans and Military 

Families (VMF), who unlike their active duty peers don’t benefit from the services available on military 

bases. In 2012, cAdcA placed 36 members in 64 coalitions to help our military heroes get the critical 

services and support they need to thrive in their communities. Vetcorps was put in the national spotlight 

when it was featured in president obama Administration’s 2012 national drug control Strategy as an 

effective way to help VMF access the help they need to thrive in their communities.

 

“Supporting our nation’s troops, veterans and military families is critical to 
our national security and to strengthening our communities, and national 
service plays a key role in this mission. We salute CADCA for developing this 
program – the largest Veterans Corps we have supported to date – and hope 
veterans across the country will apply for this opportunity to serve their 
country again by supporting their fellow veterans and families.”

— Wendy Spencer, CEO of the Corporation for National and Community Service.



The first group of vetCorps coalition host sites take the AmeriCorps Oath of Service  

at CADCA’s 2012 National leadership Forum in National Harbor, md.
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Nearly 5,000 
community & 
state leaders
participated  
in CADCA’s two  annual training  
events.

more than 1,200 teens & young adults
 were trained through CADCA’s National Youth  leadership Initiative.

Since 1994, CADCA  has helped restore  or secure nearly 
$3 billion in drug prevention funding.

more than

4,000 people
connected to CADCA via Facebook and Twitter.

BY THE NUmBErS

Each CADCA Tv show was broadcast in more
than 7 million

households throughout the country.

CADCA trained 12,000
adult coalition 

leaders in 2012 through its National Coalition Academy and other face-to-face trainings in substance abuse prevention strategies.

Over 5,000letters and faxes were sent to Congress.
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①     Grants and contracts 8,434,740

②     Membership dues 330,098

③     event Registration Fees 1,980,328

④     Sponsorships and contributions 430,981

⑤     Fee for Service 85,617

⑥     Interest Income 203

⑦     Miscellaneous 31,569

11,293,536

① 74.7%

② 2.9%

③ 17.5%

④ 3.8% ⑦ 0.3%

⑤ 0.8%

Revenues

①     public policy 521,077 

②     training & Special projects 1,905,958

③     International 1,867,957

④     communications 544,361

⑤     Membership 265,519

⑥     Fundraising 476,223 

⑦     Special events 2,497,384

⑧     Institute 2,014,922

⑨     General & Administrative 160,967

10,254,368

③ 18.2%

⑤ 2.6%
④ 5.3%

② 18.6%
⑦ 24.4%

⑧ 19.6%

⑥ 4.6%

① 5.1%

⑨ 1.6%

expenses
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State drug director
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Founder and principal
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Douglas Hughes
executive director
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Board Member
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M&T Bank
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Xerox Corporation
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Van Buren County SAFE Coalition
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executive director
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Santa Barbara Fighting Back

Michael Langer
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Randy Miller
executive director
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Inwood Community Services, Inc.
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Prevention and Early Intervention  
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executive director
Community Connections, Inc.
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